The project „Utworzenie centrum badawczo rozwojowego dla rozwoju systemów dźwiękowych Dolby” is co-financed by the European Union from the European Regional Development Fund under the Innovative Economy Programme

Wroclaw, December 10th, 2014

Dolby Poland Sp. z o.o.
Green Towers, Building A
ul. Śrubowa 1
53-611 Wroclaw
Poland

TRAINING SERVICES INQUIRY

Dolby Poland Sp. z o.o. aims to further extend its expertise in software development technologies by enabling its engineering teams to use the elements of the new C++ 11/14 standard in their daily work. Dolby seeks training services from competent training providers to ensure that the participants of the exercise receive a satisfactory amount of new technical knowledge and that the following scope is presented to and ingested by the team:

- Reasons for developing a new C++ standard
- New elements in the C++ 11/14 standard
- Advantages of the C++ 11/14 usage over the traditional C++
- C++ 11/14: caveats and popular mistakes
- Practical experience in C++ 11/14 programming

The training services are also expected to focus on achieving the goals listed below:

1. Training should allow Dolby software development team to start using the new elements of C++ 11/14 standard in their daily work.
2. Training should allow Dolby software development team to understand the advantages and disadvantages of using the new C++ 11/14 standard.
3. Training should allow Dolby software development team to learn the new elements of the C++ 11/14 standard.
4. Training should include practical exercises performed by participants on computers provided by Dolby Poland.
5. Training should be performed by a competent and experienced trainer both in terms of involvement in the software development industry itself and in terms of strong background in performing training activities.
6. Training should take place in the first quarter of calendar year 2015 (preferably in March).
7. Training should last between 2 and 3 days.
8. Training should be performed in English at native speaker level.
9. Training cost should cover training materials for all participants, including branding of the materials with EU Fund information provided by Dolby Poland.
10. Training should be performed in Dolby premises in Wroclaw, Poland.
The project „Utworzenie centrum badawczo rozwojowego dla rozwoju systemów dźwiękowych Dolby” is co-financed by the European Union from the European Regional Development Fund under the Innovative Economy Programme.

Offer selection criteria include:

- Training content (goals 1-4): 25%
- Trainer skills and experience (goal 5): 25%
- Training date flexibility (goal 6): 10%
- Training organizational flexibility (goals 7-10): 15%
- Price: 25%

Please, provide written description of your offer along with proposed dates and pricing for a group of around 20 participants. The offer is expected to include an agenda explaining the content of the training as well as any other information that will help us choose the best offer according to the criteria listed above.

Each listed selection criteria will be evaluated and assigned a value between 0 and 100. The appointed values will be multiplied by corresponding selection criteria’s weight and summed to form the overall score. The offer with the highest score will be selected as the preferred offer.

Your offer is expected by the end of business day on December 31st, 2014.

Respectfully,
Tomasz Stelmach